The Cirqle

Platform Capabilities
The Cirqle’s all-in-one marketing automation platform gives clients everything to
market their business. Whether you’re just getting started or established, our
powerful online platform helps you market your business.

The Cirqle
We enable clients to collaborate with over 500,000
influencers to produce content that helps drive sales. Our
platform tracks the impact of each marketing program in one
concise dashboard leveraging state of the art technologies to
drive repeatable conversions and sales on creative content.

500,000+ Influencers
50+ mln Content
43 Countries
Jerry Maestas for Johnson & Johnson’s Band-Aid Red
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The Cirqle

AI Powered Matchmaker:
Uncover Influence that powers
sales.

Our extensive database of 80+ million social media profiles in combination with
IBM Watson’s capabilities under the hood allows us to match influencers to any
social handle within seconds. Potential matches can be segmented based on
their location, gender, age and account performance. And guess what, that’s also
what we’ve done for you.

Accounts that share the same or similar
audience
Gather insights from accounts competing for your audience’s attention.

@Nike

Accounts that post about the same
topics

Any Instagram handle.
Your brand, your local market, your competitor.

Discover influencer that talk and post about the same topics as you.

Influencers following or
engaging with @Nike
Authentic ambassadors. Activate influencers that already follow or engage with your profile.

The Cirqle

Find authentic
influencers that
match your
brand in
seconds.
We understand no-one likes
adjusting filters for hours on end.

Please click thumbnail to play video.

The Cirqle

Talent identification
We recruit and acquire talent, as part of our network of 500.000 influencers, continuously for our clients using briefing demands and a strong data foundation at the backbone. Powered by IBM Watson for ultimate matching
between client and talent in any market, at global scale.

The Cirqle

Content Approval

Content approval gives you the confidence to give
influencers creative freedom while maintaining a certain
degree of control. It’s a feature that also enables you to
handpick the very best content.
CLIENTS HAVE FINAL APPROVAL OVER CONTENT RELEASE,
BACKED BY IBM WATSON AND OUR NUMBERS & ALGORITHMS

The Cirqle

Influencer Amplification

The Cirqle

Marketing Attribution

1. Personalised Offers

The Cirqle is the only platform that measures the value of ideas by connecting creative content to sales and conversion. Our Mobile Wallet Card technology empowers a direct and
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Hey there, looking for a new Ray-Ban? Check
out the sale at Sunglass Hut now.

CRQL

2. Time-based Reminders

The Cirqle

1h

SUNGLASS HUT

Wallet
EXPIRES

11/28/2019

Enter for a chance to
win new goodies and
join our event!

now

Sunglass Hut

continuous relationship with your consumers. Use our branded Mobile Wallet Cards to drive conversion, increase your LTV or powers your loyalty program.

9:41

SUNGLASS HUT

9:41

Sunglass Hut

SO. MANY. SHADES! Get 15% off when you
shop at Sunglass Hut. Shop in stores before
11/28/2020.

Monday, 17
June

SUNGLASS HUT

now

now

3. Brand Updates

Sunglass Hut

3 more days till the Sunglass Hut event
selection closes. Don’t forget to enter to win!

SUNGLASS HUT

now

Sunglass Hut

OFFER

Check out the new collection! Only at Sunglass
Hut.

Enter for a chance to win new
goodies and join our event!
Save to mobile wallet
Save your personal digital coupon to
your mobile wallet on your phone.

4. Geo-Based Reminders

Redeem your offer

SUNGLASS HUT

Show your mobile coupon during
checkout to redeem your offer.

Hey guys! Swipe up to enter a
chance to join me and Sunglass
Hut in their newest event!

now

Sunglass Hut

You are 100 meters away from a Sunglass Hut,
stop by to see all offers!

Add to Apple Wallet
Click Add to Apple Wallet to add the voucher to
the Apple Wallet on your device.

See more

5. Dynamic New Offer Updates
SUNGLASS HUT

CONTENT PUSH
Followers view the Instagram Story with
swipe up that enables save to mobile
wallet functionality.

ADDED TO WALLET

CARD IN WALLET

1:1 PUSH NOTIFICATIONS

Users swipe up to a web view where

The next time the user opens their mobile

User is reminded of the offer through

they can save the mobile wallet offer

wallet the offer is there. When the user

dynamic content updates & lock screen

purchases and show this barcode, they

notifications

receive the said offer.

now

Sunglass Hut

Welcome Summer with 10% off any sunglasses
only at Sunglass Hut.

The Cirqle

Trusted by
the best.

